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AbstractÐIn this paper, we present a two-level approach for volume rendering, i.e., two-level volume rendering, which allows for

selectively using different rendering techniques for different subsets of a 3D data set. Different structures within the data set are

rendered locally on an object-by-object basis by either DVR, MIP, surface rendering, value integration (x-ray-like images), or

nonphotorealistic rendering. All the results of subsequent object renderings are combined globally in a merging step (usually

compositing in our case). This allows us to selectively choose the most suitable technique for depicting each object within the data

while keeping the amount of information contained in the image at a reasonable level. This is especially useful when inner structures

should be visualized together with semitransparent outer parts, similar to the focus-plus-context approach known from information

visualization. We also present an implementation of our approach which allows us to explore volumetric data using two-level rendering

at interactive frame rates.

Index TermsÐVisualization, volume rendering, dynamical systems, medical applications.

æ

1 INTRODUCTION

IRRESPECTIVE of a certain application, the general goal of
visualization is to provide insight into the data of interest.

This means that visualization facilitates the process of
answering specific user-defined questions about the data
under investigation. As a consequence, the question of what
visualization method is well-suited or even optimal in the
context of a specific application is not only dependent on
the application data itself, but it also significantly depends
on the actual questions of the user.

Especially in cases where the simultaneous visualization

of all the data is not possible, e.g., in cases of very large data

sets or data of high dimensionality, the question of what

aspect or what subset of the data to show becomes a very

important decision during investigation. In medical appli-

cations, for example, when visualizing three-dimensional

data sets, it is in general not possible to concurrently show

all the data. Instead, certain selective representations of the

data are used for visualization: iso-surfaces, which bound

certain subsets of the data, voxels of maximal intensity,

which are displayed using maximum-intensity projection,

as well as several others.
Of course, certain properties of the data under investiga-

tion themselves can also imply the use of a specific

visualization technique. Given a specific subset of interest,

for example, which actually has a sharp boundary that

delimits it from the rest of the data, the use of an iso-surface

might be a well-suited choice for visualization. In contrast,

another subset of the data, which is characterized by

relatively high data values, might better be visualized by

the use of maximum-intensity projection.
In this paper, we now present our two-level approach for

volume rendering, i.e., two-level volume rendering (2lVR),

which allows us to selectively use individual rendering

techniques such as direct volume rendering (DVR), max-

imum-intensity projection (MIP), iso-surfaces, x-ray-like

summation, and nonphotorealistic rendering (NPR) for

different objects within a common data set. See Fig. 1 for

an example, where several different rendering techniques

have been used to visualize a medical data set of a human

hand.
An interesting observation about human perception of

3D computer graphics is that viewers seem to inherently

separate individual objects from rendered images of 3D

scenes. Users tend to see solid objects which are bounded

by opaque or semitransparent surfaces. Even objects with

intrinsic 3D characteristics, such as clouds, fire, etc., are

perceived as individual entities. Additionally, many visua-

lization goals also require such a notion of data sets as being

composed of individual objects. Medical investigation, for

example, often is object-oriented: Some specific organ of

interest is to be examined, whereas all the rest is considered

to be context. In the following, we will therefore understand

any volumetric data set as being composed of semantically

distinguished subsets of the data, which, in turn, we will

call the objects within the data set.
In this paper, we also demonstrate how two-level

volume rendering is used as a focus-plus-context (F+C)

technique in volume rendering, comparable to similar

solutions which are well-known from information visuali-

zation. Especially interesting subsets of the data, which are

considered to be ªin focus,º are rendered, for example,

using iso-surfacing or DVR, whereas the rest of the data,

i.e., the context in this case, is depicted using semitran-

sparent MIP or nonphotorealistic rendering.
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2 EXPERIENCES WITH DVR, MIP, ETC.

Before we actually describe the new approach of two-level

volume rendering, we first give a brief review of some

experiences which we gained from previous work with

different volume rendering techniques.
One of the standard techniques for displaying volu-

metric data is direct volume rendering [1], [2], which is

based on the sorted composition of visual properties along
viewing rays. The most important parameter of DVR
probably is the so-called transfer function (TF), which
describes the mapping of data values to optical properties.
Depending on the transfer function in use, mainly two
typical forms of object appearances can be distinguished:
Either objects look like semitransparent gel due to a rather
smooth TF or object boundaries are depicted similar to iso-
surfacing as a result of a rather sharp or even binary TFÐ
see Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b for sample results. In general, we
experienced that results from DVR usually feature a good
impression of 3D shape, especially if photorealistic shading
is used. Contrarily, occlusion sometimes becomes a sig-
nificant problem of DVR, which is mainly because pixel-
values do not only depend on the local TF mapping, but
also on the number of samples to be composited. The latter
is not under the control of the TF and can drastically vary
among all viewing rays, consequently resulting in some-
times large variations with respect to object transparency.

Due to the fact that it is often very difficult to intuitively
set up a proper transfer function, given a specific visualiza-
tion goal in mind, the design of transfer functions has
become a research topic on its own [3], [4], [5], [6], [7].
Producing useful images with DVR is even more difficult if
there is no close correspondence between differences in
data values and the discrimination of objects. MRI data sets,
for example, typically contain large differences in data
values for objects of similar type.

Two solutions have been proposed to help in such a case:
One is to use an alternative rendering technique for
depicting the features of interestÐfor solutions different
to DVR see the paragraphs below. Another approach is to
first apply segmentation [8] to the data set, which is
followed by selective rendering of the separated objects, for
example, by the use of different transfer functions [9].
Various techniques have been proposed for automatic and
semiautomatic segmentation of volumetric data, such as
thresholding, water-shed, etc. In this paper, we do not focus
on segmentation itself, but make very good use of optional
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Fig. 1. Two-level volume rendering of a medical data set (parts of a

human hand): Bones are rendered using DVR, surface rendering is used

for vessels, and nonphotorealistic rendering is used for the skin.

Fig. 2. Direct volume rendering vs. surface rendering: (a) DVR using a rather smooth TF results in gel-looking objects; (b) DVR using a rather sharp

TF simulates surface rendering; (c) surface rendering communicates the 3D shape very well.



segmentation information, if present as a result of a
preprocessing step. As two-level volume rendering inher-
ently depends on the notion of a 3D data set which is
composed of distinguishable objects, our implementation of
2lVR also provides a threshold-based segmentation techni-
que for all cases, where no segmentation information is
given a priori.

Maximum-intensity projection [10], [11], [12], which is
used to display the most important data values along
viewing rays, features a clearly different object appearance
in comparison to DVR. MIP images are usually quite sharp
as only one data value is shown per pixel. Also, assuming
that importance is directly correlated with data values, the
more important some data values are, the more likely it is
that they are actually visible in the resulting imageÐthe
amount of important information which is hidden is
minimal. However, due to the fact that neighboring pixels
do not necessarily represent spatially coherent data values,
MIP images tend to look rather flat. This undesirable effect
of MIP actually is an inherent property of this rendering
method and can only be diminished to a certain extent by
variations of MIP such as local MIP [13], depth-shaded
and/or animated MIP, etc. For an example, see Fig. 3a.

Surface-based approachesÐin contrast to DVR and MIP
Ðare suitable in situations where sharp object boundaries
are present in the data set and the interior structure of the
object is not relevant for visualization. Basically, there are
two approaches to extract and render iso-surfaces. One
class of techniques deals with the explicit computation of a
geometric representation of the iso-surfaceÐthe marching
cubes algorithm [14] is a well-known example. The second
class deals with depicting the surface by means of a transfer
function [2]. DVR and surface rendering can also be
combined into a hybrid technique depicting both, truly
volumetric information, and objects defined by polygonal
models [15]. In this paper, we integrate the rendering of
object surfaces by directly depicting surfaces from the
volumetric data [16]Ðsee Fig. 2c for an exampleÐnot
dealing with any polygonal model at all. This is also in
contrast to volumetric ray tracing [17], where actual ray
tracing is used to compute high-quality images from 3D

scenes which are composed of volumetric objects and
polygonal models.

We have also implemented value integration along
viewing rays through volumetric data for image synthesis.
Images which have been rendered using this techniqueÐ
see Fig. 3b for an exampleÐsimulate an x-ray-appearance
of the data. This is due to the fact that value integration is
nothing other than the inverse operation compared to data
reconstruction within a 3D scanning device such as a CT.

Recently, nonphotorealistic rendering (NPR) methods
have been proposed for volumetric data [18], [19] which, for
example, depict object contours in a view-dependent
manner. Here, a great variety of object appearances can be
achieved, all useful for different visualization goals. In our
case, we found the depiction of object contours by the use of
NPR to be especially useful, also as an alternative to
traditional rendering methods as described above. Fig. 3c
shows an example of NPR rendering of volumetric data.

Good visualization strongly depends on what data is
visualized, what structure this data consists of, as well as on
the visualization goals of the user. Depending on these
prerequisites, several useful approaches exist and indivi-
dual decisions (what rendering method to choose) have to
be made for specific applications. Two-level volume
rendering as described in this paper allows for selectively
combining different rendering techniques for different
objects within a common data set.

3 TWO-LEVEL VOLUME RENDERING

After the preceeding discussion of pros and cons of
several volume rendering techniques, we now present
two-level volume rendering as a useful way of combining
different rendering methods with respect to their respec-
tive advantages.

3.1 Object Discrimination

An important goal for two-level volume rendering not only
was to provide the ability for using different rendering
techniques for different objects within a 3D scene, but also
to come up with visualization results which actually allow
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Fig. 3. Three alternative methods for volume rendering: (a) MIP displays structures of maximal importance; (b) value integration results in x-ray-like

images; (c) nonphotorealistic rendering may enhance contours, for example.



us to easily discriminate the individual objects from each
other. From previous work [20], we know that displaying
multiple semitransparent surfaces on top of each other
quickly imposes significant problems with the identification
and perception of the individual objects. Usually, just two
or three layers are easily distinguished from rendered
images. Therefore, a key feature of two-level volume
rendering is that pixel-values are composed of a very
limited number of values only.

3.2 Two-Level Rendering

For achieving our goal of generating images which are
composed of a few, but meaningful, object representatives
per pixel, we decompose the rendering calculations into
two levels, i.e., local and global rendering. For every pixel,
we theoretically investigate a viewing ray through the data
and detect what objects are intersected. For every object
intersected, a single, representative value is computed (by
the use of local rendering). These object representatives are
finally composed to yield a pixel value by combining them,
usually by the use of DVR compositing (global rendering).
Only a small number of data values are combined for a
pixel (one per object), therefore limiting the number of
samples which finally make up one pixel-value.

To more specifically explain two-level volume rendering,
it is useful to utilize the model of ray casting. Of course, an
implementation of our technique is not bound to this image-
order approach. In this paper, for example, we will later
present a fast object-order implementation of two-level
volume rendering.

For calculating the value of a pixel within the resulting
image, we may assume a viewing ray to be cast right into
the volumetric data set (cf. Fig. 4). A 3D segmentation mask
determines, for any voxel within the data, which object it
belongs to. Therefore, the viewing ray may also be
interpreted as being decomposed into several segments,
depending on what objects are intersected by the ray. We
now utilize this ray segmentation as follows:

While traversing a viewing rayÐfor example, back-to-
frontÐtwo tracks of rendering are processed in parallel. As
long as one segment of the ray is traversed, i.e., as long as
the viewing ray traverses one individual object within the
data, local rendering is performed to compute an object
representative associated to the segment (rendering at the
object level). Individual rendering methods can be used for
different segments, depending on what objects are tra-
versed. Fig. 5, for example, was rendered with DVR using a
sharp TF along segments through bones, surface rendering
for vessels, and MIP for the skin.

At those points along the ray where the object classifica-
tion changes, i.e., at the points where viewing rays cross
object boundaries, update steps in the global rendering
track are performed. We usually use DVR-compositing on
the global level. The only exception where we could
experience that MIP is useful instead is if all objects in the
data set are rendered by the use of MIP themselves, also. In
contrast to standard MIP, this ªMIP of MIPº approach
allows us to easily distinguish between different objects
within the scene as different transfer functions and, thus,
different colors can be assigned to different objects.

3.3 Focus-Plus-Context

Due to the ability to selectively use different rendering
techniques for different objects within a 3D data set, two-
level volume rendering strongly supports applications
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Fig. 4. Object segmentation implicitly yields viewing rays to be

partitioned into segments (one per object intersection).

Fig. 5. Combining DVR, surface rendering, and MIP: Whereas the bones

have been rendered using DVR (sharp TF) and the vessels have been

rendered using surface rendering, the skin was depicted using MIP.



which are of F+C style: Depending on whether objects are
selected to be ªin focusº or not, their visual appearance can
be different. Whereas objects ªin focusº may feature
significant opacity, objects which are considered to be
context rather act as semitransparent reference. See Fig. 5
again for an example where bones and vessels are
considered to be ªin focus,º whereas the skin just acts as
the context in this application. Table 1 gives an overview
about recommended F+C configurations when two-level
volume rendering is used. Depending on the internal
structure of objects, different rendering techniques seem
to be well-suited. Objects ªin focus,º for example, can very
well be rendered using rather opaque surfaces in the case of
spatially contiguous objects (Fig. 5, for example). Objects of
interest which are characterized by a complex or even
fractal inner structure can very well be depicted by the use
of MIP (Fig. 9c, for example). In the case of context
visualization, the use of MIP, quite transparent surfaces,
and NPR proved to be very useful. MIP is useful because it
features quite homogeneous transparency throughout an
entire object (Fig. 5, for example). Shape properties of
context objects are well-communicated by the use of
semitransparent surfaces. NPR can be used to sparsely
apply shape cues of outer context objects (Fig. 1, for
example).

3.4 Technical Details

Since the model of two-level volume rendering is based on
ray casting, an implementation as image-order technique
would be straightforward. Nevertheless, the idea of two-
level rendering has originally been developed to aid
exploration of data from the field of complex dynamical
systems. Interactivity is crucial for exploring and investi-
gating data and, especially, for finding proper settings for
optical properties of objects. Thus, we present a fast object-
order implementation [21] based on shear-warp rendering
[22], which allows for interactive visualization of medium-
sized data sets. For performance reasons, no interpolation is
done within the volume; each voxel is projected onto
exactly one pixel of the base plane. During the warp step,
bilinear interpolation is used, also considering the scaling
component of the projection matrix.

To allow for efficient skipping of empty space in between
objects, each object within the investigated data is stored
separately as an array of all its member voxels. For each
voxel, its position and attributes, e.g., data value and
gradient information, are stored. The list is replicated and
stored separately for each principal viewing axis (x, y, and
z) with voxels sorted by the principal viewing coordinate.

For the sake of clarity, the principal viewing direction will
be called z from now on.

All voxels of an object which share the same z coordinate
are grouped within a so-called RenderListEntry, the
value of z is stored with theRenderListEntry instead with
all the voxels (Fig. 6). For rendering, theRenderListEntrys
of all objects are merged into a single RenderList sorted
by z.

PROCEDURE ComputeRenderList:

FOR pvd (principal viewing dir.) BEING x, y, z:

{ FOREACH obj (object in the scene) DO:

FOREACH val (depth value regarding pvd) DO:

LET RenderListEntry[pvd,obj,val] = set of

all voxels of obj. obj with depth val

MERGE ALL RenderListEntry[pvd,.,.] into a

RenderList[pvd] (sorted by val)

}

Processing this list sequentially during rendering results,
for example, in a back-to-front traversal of the scene, even
though the voxels within one RenderListEntry, i.e.,
which are at equal depth from the base plane, are projected
in an arbitrary order. By storing only voxels which actually
belong to objects, empty space in between is skipped
automatically without any effort during rendering.

For implementing two-level volume rendering, two sets
of buffers are used for the base plane. One buffer (local
object buffer) is used for performing rendering within an
object, while a global buffer is used to perform interobject
rendering. In addition to pixel values, each pixel of the
object buffer additionally stores the unique ID of the
currently frontmost object. If a voxel is projected onto the
base plane, its ID is compared with the stored ID in the
object buffer. If both IDs match, the value in the object
buffer is updated using an operation which corresponds to
the local rendering mode of the object. If the ID of the voxel
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TABLE 1
F+C Configuration for Two-Level Volume Rendering

Fig. 6. Storage scheme for two-level volume rendering.



differs from the ID of the pixel in the buffer, the viewing ray
though this pixel must have entered a new object. The
content of the object buffer pixel is combined with the
corresponding global buffer pixel using an operation which
depends on the global rendering strategy (usually DVR).
Then, the object buffer pixel is initialized according to the
voxel of the new object and the new local rendering mode.

After all voxels have been projected, the contribution of
the frontmost segment at each pixel has to be included by
performing an additional scan of the buffers and merging
the segment values left in the local buffer into the global
buffer.

As the application of clipping planes is a widely used
method for enhancing volume visualization, support for
this technique has also been included in our object storage
scheme (see Figs. 7 and 9c). The voxel lists used for rendering
allow a very efficient implementation of arbitrary cutting
planes. As the order in which voxels of the same depth are
rendered to the base plane is irrelevant, voxels removed by
the application of a cutting plane can simply be moved to the
end of the voxel array belonging to aRenderListEntry. An
end-mark is used to indicate the last visible voxel within a
RenderListEntry (Fig. 6). Removed voxels which are
stored after this mark can be ignored during rendering
without slowing down the process. Instead, we also enable
the clipped parts of objects to be rendered using another
rendering techniques (cf. Fig. 10c).

PROCEDURE TwoLevelRendering:

Choose pvd (according to current viewing dir.)

Init(localBuf,0); Init(globalBuf,0)

FOREACH RenderListEntry IN RenderList[pvd]:

{object = RenderListEntry.objectID

FOREACH voxel IN RenderListEntry.activeSet:

{pixel = projection(voxel,pvd)

IF localBuf(pixel).object = object THEN:

Update(localBuf(pixel),voxel)

ELSE:

{Update(globalBuf(pixel),localBuf(pixel))

Init(localBuf(pixel),voxel)

}}}

FOREACH pixel DO:

Update(globalBuf(pixel),localBuf(pixel))

image = Warp(globalBuf)

For lighting of objects, the Phong shading model is
employed. The gradient vector at each voxel is precalcu-
lated during the preprocessing step [23], converted to polar
coordinates and quantized to 12 Bit for limiting the storage
requirements. During rendering, this representation of the
gradient is used to access a look-up table with shading
information. The shading table includes the influence of
ambient, diffuse, and specular components of the lighting
model. It is quickly recalculated for each new viewing or
light position and also after a change of material properties.

Opacity values for compositing voxels and objects are
derived from two sources: First, the ability to change the
opacity of a whole object turned out to be useful when
adjusting viewing parameters. Second, the object-wide
opacity can be modulated by a per-voxel opacity which
depends on some property of the voxel, like, for example,
data value, gradient magnitude, or the distance to some
other object (also see Section 4.2).

4 APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS

Two-level volume rendering, as described above, can be
used in various fields of applications. In this paper, we
describe two applications and show how two-level volume
rendering improves the results.

4.1 Medical Data Visualization

Visualization of medical data is one of the most important
application fields of volume rendering. Several rendering
techniques are used to depict different features of the data.
Pure surface rendering, for example, is used when actual
boundaries of objects within the medical data set are to be
shown, e.g., the surface of bones or the skin (cf. Fig. 7).
Similar to surface rendering, DVR is often used to render
tissue transitions within medical data sets (see Fig. 2b).
Through photorealistic shading, DVR-images as well as
surface depictions communicate 3D shape very well.
Furthermore, DVR results feature a usually good impres-
sion of object interrelations and depth information. MIP, on
the other hand, is very useful for visualizing rather complex
structures, like blood vessels, organs, etc. Images usually
are less overloaded, compared to DVR, and focus on the
important parts of the data. In Fig. 3a, we show blood
vessels together with lower-valued bones by the use of MIP.
In addition to DVR and MIP, simple value integration
(x-ray-like results) becomes useful when object thickness
should be displayed. Also, x-ray-like object appearance
might be familiar to users (see Fig. 10a for an example).
Finally, nonphotorealistic rendering of medical data sets
has been proven to allow for showing shape cues without
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Fig. 7. Selectively applied clipping planes allow further insight.



the consumption of lots of screen space (cf. Fig. 1, Fig. 10b,

and Fig. 10c).
However, some disadvantages can also be experienced

when working with the above-mentioned methods: DVR

images sometimes tend to be overloaded with content

(blurred images). Due to the convolution character of the

compositing step, and the high sensitivity of DVR on the

transfer function in use, it happens easily that too many

data values are merged into the final image. The use of

gradient information as another input to the transfer

function [2] partially improves this situation. For objects

with a complex interior structure, nevertheless, it is difficult

to avoid this accumulation problem. MIP images, on the

other hand, usually lack depth information. This is due to

the weak interpixel correlation of neighboring viewing rays.

Data-maxima often are detected at significantly different

depth locations along neighboring rays. Consequently, MIP

images usually look rather flat and viewpoint variations

(via animation or user-interaction) are necessary to regen-

erate the 3D impression. Also, no occlusion is considered,

showing objects which are actually beyond each other in an

arbitrary order. With standard MIP, usually just one

structure is visualized, i.e., the object of interest lacks

context information.

Two-level volume rendering allows us to overcome these

difficulties to a certain extent. Context information, for

example, can be displayed by the use of MIP and combined

with DVR-rendered inner structures. The MIP-representa-

tion of the outer hull avoids the overloading problem of

DVR as MIP hulls feature rather uniform transparency.

Through DVR-rendering, the 3D shape of inner structures

becomes more visible. In Fig. 8a, lower image, the skull is

rendered by the use of MIP, producing rather continuous

transparency throughout the image. This enables insight

into the blood vessels, which are represented by the use of

DVR. Two further comparisons are also depicted in Fig. 8.

In general, we found it useful to depict the context of DVR-

rendered inner structures by the use of MIP [24]. We also

experienced that, in the case of rather complex structures,

MIP is working fine, whereas, for objects with limited

spatial frequencies, usually DVR works fine.

4.2 Dynamical System Visualization

We also successfully applied two-level volume rendering

to discrete dynamical systems in 3D. We are interested in

the long-term evolution of a discrete dynamical system,

which is given as a set of three difference equations

xt�1 � fp�xt�; xt; xt�1 2 
 � R3, where t denotes the
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Fig. 8. Comparisons between standard DVR (first row) and two-level volume rendering (second row). (a) Two-level volume rendering allows to show

blood vessels within the head, even near the skull. (b) Using MIP for the visualization of context (bones, skin), the object of interest (blood vessels

plus stenosis) becomes well visible from all viewing directions. (c) Again, MIP proves to work fine for context visualization.



(discrete) time of evolution and p 2 � � Rm is a vector of
parameters of the dynamical system.

A trajectory (or evolution over time) of the system is
defined as the sequence of states fxtgt�0, starting from a
given initial condition x0, by the repeated application
(iteration) of the map fp, i.e., xt � f tp�x0�. Investigating the
long-term behavior of such a dynamical system, we are first
interested in attracting sets which are present for a specific
parameter setting p. Attracting sets might be quite simple,
e.g., single points, periodic cycles of limited period, or
quasi-periodic trajectories which fill a closed curve, or more
complex objects such as chaotic sets, also called strange
attractors [25].

Not only the attractor as the limit of evolution, but also
its basin of attraction should be shown. A basin is equal to
the set of all starting configurations x which (in the long-
term) finally converge to the corresponding attractor.
Similar to the attractors themselves, the basins may also
have either simple boundaries, just a box, for example, or
complex boundaries, which may be formed by many
disconnected portions, and sometimes may even have a
fractal structure. A basin is a set which spatially includes
the corresponding attractor. When several attractors coexist,
it becomes very important to visualize the boundaries
which separate the corresponding basins together with the
attractors which are nested inside them.

In our case, two-level volume rendering is successfully
used in the scientific investigation of two discrete systems
of international interest. The first one is a three-dimensional
system which models a triopoly, i.e., an economic system
where three producers share the market of a given product
Ðfor example, a competition among three companies in an
international context. The question is which company will
finally dominate the market, given a particular initial
condition (the initial productions of the three companies)
and given a certain set of so-called reaction-functions fp

which represent the optimal choices [26]. In Fig. 9a, two-
level volume rendering was used to visualize four basins of
attraction, three enclosed basins using DVR, and one
surrounding basin using MIP. Additionally, a so-called
critical surface is depicted using MIP. The color of the

surface corresponds to the distance to the closest basin
boundary. Critical surfaces, which are sometimes respon-
sible for global bifurcations, are basically defined to be the
3D locus where the determinant of the Jacobian matrix of fp

vanishes.
Another system we are investigating is a three-dimen-

sional noninvertible quadratic, i.e., a second degree map,
which can be considered as an extension of a broadly used
two-dimensional quadratic map [27]. Such two-dimensional
maps have often been used to explain global bifurcations.
These are qualitative changes occurring in the structure of
the attractors and/or of their basins when the parameters
are changed as a consequence of contacts between
particular curves (the so-called contact bifurcations [27]).
Two-level volume rendering for the visualization of basins
and their associated attractors eases the investigation of
bifurcation events in three-dimensional space. A fast visual
inspection allows us to relate bifurcations to contacts
between particular surfaces whose analytic equation is
generally unknown. Interactive 3D visualization is crucial
for the detection of global bifurcation events in 3D. Fig. 9b
shows, for example, an attractor which is close to a contact
with the boundary of its basin. The attractor has been
rendered using MIP, the boundary is depicted using DVR.
The opacity of the boundary voxels is modulated according
to the distance to the closest point of the attractor, clearly
showing areas of potential contact. In fact, the use of cutting
planes or simple projections does not work in such cases.

In Fig. 9c, MIP was used to render a chaotic attractor. The
inner structure of the fractal object becomes visible quite
well. Another attractor, also apparent within this parameter
setting, is a two-cycle (two points), represented by label
ªE1.º Both basins of attraction are rendered by the use of
DVR to better show their 3D shape. They subdivide phase
space in a complex way: The basin of attraction correspond-
ing to the simple attractor is a nonconnected set whose
distribution in space has a fractal structure.

4.3 User Interaction

Two-level volume rendering, as presented in this paper, has
been implemented in an interactive Java-based [28] tool.
The applet provides the user with a set of interactive tools
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Fig. 9. Dynamical systems visualized by the use of two-level volume rendering.



for exploring and visualizing the data. After loading a data

set, it is decomposed into distinct objects. Segmentation

information is always present for data originating from

dynamical system computations. Medical data sets, how-

ever, may not necessarily contain segmentation informa-

tion. Nonsegmented medical data is automatically

decomposed using a simple, threshold-based segmentation.
All operations which affect viewing parameters and

optical properties of objects are performed interactively.

Each object can be either shown or hidden for selective

visualization of specific features within the scene. In

addition to the global rendering mode, the object-level

rendering mode, as well as the opacity, can be selected

separately for each object. Also, the color of objects can be

set independently of the range of values of the object's

voxels. In our implementation, we use color mainly to

distinguish between objects within the scene, whereas DVR

and MIP mainly work on opacities, color saturation, and

lightness, as well as shading information. Additional

information (like gradient magnitude or distance to another

object) can be used to modulate either the color or the

opacity of an object's voxels. Cutting planes at certain

values of x, y, and z can be applied to subsets of objects and

manipulated in real time.
Using the mouse to directly interact with the scene,

further visualization parameters can be influenced: viewing

position, zoom factor, position of the light source, material

properties, and opacity transfer function. Additionally, the

windowing metaphor, which is widely employed in

medical imaging applications, is used to adjust contrast

and emphasize specific data ranges within the color transfer

function.
As empty regions within the volume are not stored in

our implementation, we are able to handle 4D data (or even

data of higher dimensionality) in a memory efficient way.

Four-dimensional data is obtained from dynamical system

research as parameter variation produces several (10-100)

distinct volume data sets.

4.4 Results

Table 2 shows the rendering times of some of the figures
from this paper measured on an AMD Athlon 600 PC. All
images are 512� 512 in size. Most of the images are single
frames from animation sequences which can be found at the
web page of this work [29], where further results are also
shown. Fig. 10 shows three of them: Surface rendering and
value integration (x-ray-like depiction) were used for the
tooth data set, surface rendering together with NPR
resulted in the image of the human head, whereas surface
rendering, MIP, and NPR were used to depict the data from
a dynamical system simulation.

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented the idea of merging several
different volume rendering techniques into a two-level
volume rendering method. Segmentation information is
utilized to apply individual rendering techniques to
different objects, which additionally are merged into a
resulting image through a global rendering step.

We applied our new technique in two areas, namely
medical data visualization and the visualization of dyna-
mical systems. DVR-rendered objects of interest, for
example, which are displayed with MIP-rendered context
objects proved to be useful in both cases.

The decision as to what rendering method to choose
strongly depends on what data is to be visualized, what
structure this data consists of (complex, rather simple, etc.),
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Fig. 10. Further results computed with two-level volume rendering: (a) value integration (x-ray-like depiction) and surface rendering, (b) surface

rendering and NPR, (c) surface rendering, NPR, and MIP.

TABLE 2
Rendering Times



and what the user actually wants to see within the data.

Often, even one data set contains objects which differ

significantly with regard to their inner structure or

boundary surface. Our approach allows us to take the most

appropriate volume rendering method on an object-by-

object basis and globally merge the subsequent result to the

final image.
We also experienced that certain visualization setups are

quite common to various application fields. Focus-plus-

context, for example, which is well-known from informa-

tion visualization, also shows up in visualization goals for

medical data or data of dynamical systems. Users want to

peer inside 3D data to investigate some inner structures, but

they also would like to keep surrounding objects integrated

within the visualization, for spatial reference.
Also, being able to implement this new approach of two-

level volume rendering as an interactive tool on PC-

hardware allowed us to experience the importance of

interactive investigation of volumetric data. Being able to

vary viewing parameters as well as visualization attributes

interactively significantly helps to generate quite useful

results.
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